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My dear Coal lndian,
As we step over the threshold into a New Year, I heartily wish you and members

ofyour

family a happy, peaceful, prosperous and productive New Year 2020! ]anuary would also
be swansong of my 37-year career in coal industry. Wherever I am, I carry in my heart the
pride of having served an organization like Coal India which touches the lives of our
countrymen in more ways than one.
With the strength of our commitment, sense of our purpose and serving the Nation we have
opened a new chapter in the performance of Coal India Limited during 2018-19 sailing
over the 600 Million Tonnes milestone in production and off-take for the first time. We
have to maintain similar resolute spirit to sustain the performance further, or else all our
efforts would be bound in shallows. The force of nature in the form of monsoon may have
dented our production in this fiscal but we should not allow it to lower our spirit but
bounce back with resilience. We have to re-write the chapter of our fortitude in the last
quarter in the quest of higher production. I may not be the part of that exciting challenge
at the finishing line but my solemn best wishes rest with you.

will be exposed to many changes and challenges. Renewables sources
slowly but inexorably will make inroads in the energy arena hitherto dominated by coal.
We have to increase our operational efficiency which I am sure we have the ability to. I
In future, Coal India

have confidence in the competence, conscientiousness, competitiveness of all Coal Indians
to take on the challenges and stay ahead.

As Itake a bow from my service I share few lessons that I have learned. Be your own
competitor. Take time for self-introspection and have courage of convictions while judging
yourself. Whichever role you are pursuing, personal or professional, whatever is your rank
or whatever is your job, do it with passion. Organization evolves and develops by the
efforts of its employees. It is your company and the efforts are yours to make it great

I thank all my Coal lndians for all the support and cooperation extended over many
decades. Let the New Year fill our hearts with a strength of purpose, values and ethics. Let
us affirm and make a resolution to make our company and the country proud. Let us make
Coal India not only a valuable company but a company

with values.
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